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ABSTRACT:
This study is aimed at development of the theoretical foundations corporate control systems modeling for biotech
companies.
Methods. The article uses the data about specialties of Ukrainian partnerships in biotech industry corporate control
distribution. These data are processed by analytical alignment. Achievement of the objectives is carried out with
help of general and special research methods, namely: dialectical approach, analysis and synthesis,
systematization and generalization
Results. It is proved that the biotechnology market is the most dynamically growing segment of the "new
economy" that requires special attention from the mechanism of corporate control implementation and
distribution. Research presents the mechanism of leveling corporate conflicts situations, distributed according
with the levels of the partnership’s architectural model. The appropriateness of expanding the corporate control
mechanism motivational component by means of reflexive management tools has been developed. The scheme of
integrating reflexive management tools into the component of information provision of the mechanism of
corporate control is determined.
Conclusions. The material presented in the article has a practical significance because, according to the results of
the study proposed mechanism allows to direct reflexive influence on formation among stakeholders a proper
vision of corporate control system architecture and content of its elements.
Key words: corporate control, corporate relations, corporate rights packages, corporate security, partnership,
strategic management

[I] NTRODUCTION
In the last 40 years, the biotechnology sector,
which has been described as the “New Industrial

Revolution”, has experienced phenomenal
growth throughout the world. For this sector, the

simplest of truisms has always held: what goes
up must eventually come down. Markets peaked
in 2015 and declined in 2016; payer pressure
and US election year rhetoric weighed on the
sector; drug approvals fell sharply; and biotech
companies faced a dwindling supply of public
market capital to fund R&D in key US and
European markets [1]. Today biotechnology is
the most dynamically growing segment of the
"new economy" - by about 10-12% per year.
According to the Grand View Research
company estimate, in the next 7 years, the global
biotechnology market will grow by almost 2
times (from $ 400 billion in 2018 to $ 727.1
billion by 2025). Besides, companies in the
biotech industries show higher returns. The net
rate of return for biotech venture capital firms
reaches 26.8% while venture capital funds of
other industries show a yield of 21.8% [2].
Whilst the rewards from investing in
biotechnological research may sound attractive,
investment costs are often considerable. It has
been estimated that in the United States,
bringing a new drug to market may take some
10-12 years, at a cost of over $US400 to $800
million. [3]. Biotechnologies, which have now
reached a qualitatively new level of controlled
manipulation are becoming attractive to
businesses and states all around the world and
form large capitals. In the TOP-100, the main
share of biotechnology companies (75%) has
capitalization in the amount of $ 4.5 billion to $
49 billion. [4]. Thereby, businesses associated
with innovative biotechnology developments
and production can increase shareholders' profits
tens and even hundreds times in a short period.
Desire of Ukraine to enter the global bioindustry with comparable volumes and
efficiency of biotechnological production can be
realized in the nearest future. Activities and
efforts of transnational companies as well as
national biotechnological clusters at the state
and regional levels testify to this. Ukraine needs
further steps for educational, technological and
production capacities development in the field
of biotechnology which requires integration with
government and research and educational
institutions involved in the creation of modern
technologies and R&D of the bio industry. InterKostyantyn Serdukov, et al.

regional and international cooperation opens
great prospects for that.
At the same time, the dynamics of the activities
of biotechnology organizations in the past years
have shown a large fluctuation in terms of
projects and financial outcomes [5]. All
companies in the biotech industry, from startups to large international corporations, face new
challenges due to changes in the organization of
corporate management and control. They have
to answer the question how they will achieve
success amid unprecedented strategic and policy
uncertainty [1]? Regulatory oversight and
requirements for services and products quality
are constantly increasing. Big data and
intellectual technologies, that are available to
stakeholders now, are forcing industry
participants to fundamental revising of
approaches to corporate control, paying
particular
attention
to
improving
the
transparency
of
activities.
In
today's
environment,
biotechnology
industry
participants need to be confident that their
business-models, starting from the development
stage of a new product and ending with its
introduction to the market, is viable and will
ensure further growth. This actualizes the need
to substantiate the theoretical foundations of
biotech companies’ corporate control systems
modeling, which is determined as the research
objective.
[II] MATERIALS AND METHODS
The integration of corporate control into the
company’s operations and decision-making can
not only effectively improve the competitiveness
of the company, but also protect the company’s
brand, discover new market opportunities, and
achieve continuous profitability, thus ensuring
the sustainability of the company [6]. Corporate
relations and corporate organization in modern
scientific research are considered, first of all, as
forms of corporatism ideology implementation,
according to which the joint activity of
corporations (participants of corporate activities)
should be deployed to achieve individual and
collective goals and interests, the source of
satisfaction of which is corporate cooperation
within
certain
corporate
organizations.
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However, the nature and patterns of
development of this kind of cooperation, its
organizational
aspects
and
structural
construction within the framework of existing
business associations remains the subject of
scientific discussions.
There is a fairly wide range of studies on
assessing of investment attractiveness of jointstock companies with public offering of shares,
namely B. Smolin [7] (an approach to
assessment of counteragents for technological
cooperation is developed), T. Momot [8] (stages
and approaches to shares attractiveness
estimation is investigated), S. Ishchuk [9]
(investment risks influence on local joint-stock
companies’ attractiveness is highlighted), O.
Chernetska [10] (list of indicators of
attractiveness is developed) and Yu. Lysenko
[11] (approach to the definition of investments is
outlined). At the same time, investment is not
the only area that requires an assessment of
business
partnership
attractiveness.
As
D. Yednovetsky [12] rightly asserts not only
stocks issuers need to assess the investment
attractiveness, but other types of business
associations also as long as transformation of
corporate control is based on the merger or
venture investment.
It is necessary to note that when researchers
operate on the investment attractiveness concept
they, as a rule, interpret it as "investor’s
requirements satisfaction" [8, p. 57], "generalized
assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of
particular investments" [13, p. 393], "effect of
investment in stock" [11, p. 29], etc. Taking into
account the above-mentioned definitions of
investment attractiveness of companies with public
offering of shares and proposals of D.
Yednovetsky let us to extend the approach to
assessing of corporate rights packages
attractiveness for evaluation of all business
partnerships types attractiveness [12]. These
proposals are seen to be particularly valuable with
respect to the Law of Ukraine № 2210 [14]
according to which joint-stock companies that
have not expressly declared their publicity are
considered to be private. In addition, if effective
tools for evaluating of corporate rights packages
value for public join-stock companies exist, for
Kostyantyn Serdukov, et al.

limited liability companies such instruments
require a certain revision. At the same time, it
should be noted that Article 24, paragraph 8, of
the Law of Ukraine "On Limited Liability
Companies" [15] (effective from 17.06.2018)
states that "the cost of a participant's share is
determined on the basis of aggregation of the
market value of all partnership participants’
shares in proportion to the size of the share of
such participant". The empirical results show
that corporate attractiveness displays a
significant negative correlation with corporate
control weaknesses [16, p. 408]. Accordingly,
assessment of the corporate rights package
attractiveness should be done with respect to the
contribution of
the
corporate
control
implementation parameters given by ownership
of corporate rights package. Besides it is
necessary to draw attention to the limited
practice of adjusting the evaluation results to the
biotech companies of corporate control
distribution parameters. For example, the
assessment of integral property complexes value
[17] in accordance with the Procedure for
Determining the Value of Stakeholders [18]
implies to the size of shares in the property ratio.
At the same time, such approach can be applied
only to shares offered for competitive sale as
well as it does not envisage the presence or
absence of an investor's desire to manage the
company.
[III] RESULTS
According to the objective of this study the
emphasis should be placed not on the value of a
corporate rights package, but on its
attractiveness for investors. We are talking about
limitations of fundamental analysis methods for
determining the market or stock value of a
partnership, which does not allow to take into
account the type of investor (for example, lack
of desire to participate in management, focusing
only on extracting additional profits).
Investment attractiveness of a joint-stock
company depends on investors’ goals and
expectations regarding the prospects of
partnership activities. Existing approaches
investigate similar differences in the context of
decision making by strategic and portfolio
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investors. An example of a description of such
discrepancies is contained in the study [19, p.
207-215], where it is proposed to use different
indicators
of
investment
attractiveness
assessment for each of the specified types of
investors. At the same time, with respect to the
above-mentioned Law [14] indicators of
investment attractiveness assessing of limited
liability company or a private limited company
need more examinations because such indexes
as "income per share", "cash flow per share" or
"profitability rate" are no longer relevant.
[IV] DISCUSSION
Therefore, estimation of corporate rights
packages attractiveness has to be based on
hypothesis of the corporate control distribution
parameters influence on such attractiveness.
Moreover, it is proposed to foresee the impact of
possible corporate control transformation on
corporate rights packages attractiveness.
Realization of this hypothesis involves
formation of two directions of partnerships’

parameters evaluation, correlation of which
indicates the proof of the hypothesis. The first of
these areas determines the value of a business
partnership, while the second one characterizes
corporate
control
distribution
and
implementation parameters. This approach is
used by E. Maslyukova [20], who proposes, to
correlate its investment quality with managerial
capabilities when assessing the value of a share,
but does not provide tools for such correlation.
According to developed approach to assessing
the partnership’s attractiveness the first group of
indicators,
which
reflects
company’s
effectiveness and parameters for assessing its
market value. We consider the evaluation of a
company or its corporate rights packages
attractiveness as basic since only independent
from corporate control functions indicators were
selected. The corresponding composition of
indicators ({X}) along with the logic of their
inclusion in the partnership’s attractiveness
assessment is presented in Table 1.

Indicator

Features included in the model

Linguistic variable

ХProfit –equity
capital profitability

Determined on the basis of
trapezoidal function of membership
regarding to the average industry or
competitors profitability level

Low
Middle
High)

ХFinInd – financial
independence level

Based on a trapezoidal function and
financial autonomy indicator

Dependence
Average level
Autonomy

ХЕfficiency – resource
efficiency

ХFond –non-current
assets effectiveness

Constructed as a triangular
membership function with a
prediction of the break-even point
comparison with the average for the
selected industry income hryvnia
costs
Constructed as a trapezoid function
of return on assets fixed assets
profitability indicators with
orientation to the average industry
value of the indicator

Unprofitability
Satisfactory
Efficiency

Low
Middle
High

Impact on the partnership attractiveness
level hypothesis
More attractive is the partnership that
shows higher than average for certain
industry profitability so far as it
generates a higher rate of return on
investments
Greater financial independence extends the
list of optimization options for the
partnership’s capital structure and
increases the number of strategic
alternatives.
Company with a high level of operational
efficiency is more attractive. In this case,
any indicator of the company's business
activity can be used
Company with a high level of return on
assets, which should adjust to the level of
fixed assets depreciation within the
framework of the integral (taxonomic)
indicator

Table: 1. Indicators for assessing of basic part of the attractiveness of partnership’s corporate rights packages

Since the assessment of attractiveness to a
certain extent is a subjective process, it is
proposed to formalize it using a fuzzy
logical
conclusion
tools.
The
appropriateness of the use of fuzzy sets of
tools is based on N. Pogostinskaya's
statement [21] concerning inductivity (the
impossibility of obtaining an integral value
Kostyantyn Serdukov, et al.

by calculating of composite indicators) and
latent nature (lack of application of only
one indicator for evaluation) of investment
attractiveness. Besides we draw attention to
the existence of different approaches to
description of selected indicators functions.
For example, for the
Indicator of Return on Equity it is appropriate
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to apply the approach of A. Nedosekin and S.
Frolov [22], which is based on the construction
of histograms of trapezoidal membership
functions. Anchor point is determined on the
basis of the correlation between the mean ( x )
and the mean square deviation (  ). The

А) Histogram of the distribution of return on equity indicator
values

median feature of belonging is described by
following expression: [ x –

x + 0,5×  ;

 ; x – 0,5× ;

x +  ].

Definition of this
indicator using linguistic variables in the
FuzzyTech environment is presented in Fig. 1.

Б) Presentation of tequity capital profitability (ХProfi) as linguistic
variable in FuzzyTech software

Fig. 1. Justification of the choice of the membership function for the selected indicator of the partnership attractiveness level

For calculation of the ХProfit level 78 companies,
presented on the Agency for the development
of the stock market infrastructure of Ukraine
website, were used (evaluation of variable was
based on the average value of ХРВК at 10.8 and
 = 6.8). Functions of the remaining indicators
accessories are shown in Fig. 2.
For the resource efficiency indicator (ХЕfficiency),
the triangular function of affiliation with
average value at average for all industries level
was used (according to the State Statistics
Committee of Ukraine in 2017, net income
from the sale of all types of products amounted
to 1.21 trillion UAH and its cost - 5,13 trillion

А) Financial independence level (ХFinInd)
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UAH respectively, the average value of ХЕfficiency
is equal to 1,21). In addition to presented in
Table. 1 indicator, "perception of the
partnership value by stakeholder’s indicator"
(XValue) is proposed in terms of belonging
function
{insignificant,
moderate,
and
important}. It is suggested to calculate this
indicator on the basis of the expenditure
approach specified in [16] (in millions of
hryvnias) and use it for the level of subject’s
interest in the partnership corporate rights
package valuation determining. This indicator
corresponds to shares spread and presented in
Fig. 2.

Б) Resource efficiency (ХЕfficiency)
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В) Non-current assets effectiveness (ХFond)

Г) Partnership’s value perceiving (Хvalue)

Figure. 2. Formalization of linguistic variables for selected indicators in the FuzzyTech software environment

The second group of proposed attractiveness
estimation indicators closely linked with the
peculiarities of a partnership’s corporate control
system implementation. This group of
indicators meets author's hypothesis about the
influence of corporate control distribution
parameters on the corporate rights package
attractiveness. We propose to take into account
the strategy of corporate control distribution
while assessing the corporate rights package
attractiveness. Consequently, we suggest to
adjust the basic assessment of a partnership’s
corporate rights package attractiveness using
indicators of corporate control distribution and
implementation specified in the Table. 1.
Besides we should note the necessity of
Symbol and content of the
partnership corporate
governance evaluation
YHARM – consistency of
decisions within the existing
structure of corporate rights
distribution
YCONS – the ability to form a
consolidated vision of the
partnership development
prospects

evaluation of attractiveness from the point of
subject of evaluation interests. For example,
from the point of view of implementing the goal
of hostile takeover by a competitor the falling
performance of its activities may even increase
the attractiveness. But since the consideration of
such extreme cases seems inappropriate we
propose to focus on the types of decisions that
are made by the subject of evaluation. Such
decisions may include identifying areas for
improving the control distribution parameters in
terms of increasing a partnership’s attractiveness
or considering the redistribution of corporate
control
functions.
Indicators
({Y})
corresponding to these types of solutions are
presented in the Table. 2.

Content of the selected indicator
in terms of the certain
in terms of corporate rights
corporate rights package
current distribution
owner
Score scale of possibility of
Score scale of corporate
corporate conflicts
cooperation rules and
overcoming environment of
procedures assessment
formation
Volume of corporate
corporate rights packages
rights package, taking
concentration level in the
into account the size of
framework of their owners
further property rights
common strategic vision
consolidation

YVAR – dispersion (variability)
of the corporate rights
package size level

Calculated as a coefficient of
variation of contributions of
partnership’s members in the
authorized capital

Perspective variability
after the corporate
control transformation
process

YPART (YУЧ) – proportion of
participants forming a coalition
(control) package

The share of participants
who form a coalition in the
total number of participants

Possibility of joining a
coalition for participants
with a certain share

Necessity of entering a certain
parameter for evaluation of
the partnership’s
attractiveness
Vision consolidation and
corporative-based conflicts
minimization
Possibility of receiving a control
packet or owners efforts
consolidation positively affects
the partnership’s attractiveness
Dispersion and variability ratio
for different types of
stakeholders have different
impact on the partnership’s
attractiveness assessment
Increasing the number of
participants increases the risk of
control redistribution and has a
reverse effect on partnership’s
attractiveness

Table: 2. Justification of the partnership corporate rights packages attractiveness evaluation indicators

The table 2 shows that the first set of indicators corresponds to the assessment of partnership’s
attractiveness current level, while second set of indicators is focused on the situation of reviewing of
corporate control distribution parameters or estimating of partnership’s corporate rights attractiveness.
Then we will use proposed by A. Pylypenko and A. Litvinenko method [23, p. 143-151] concerning
Kostyantyn Serdukov, et al.
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linguistic variables description adapted to the proposed sets of indicators for attractiveness assessing.
Description of the accessories function for the indicators from the Table 1 and Table 2 is presented in the
Table 3. Note the equality of two groups belonging functions represented in Table. 2, and differences of
the interpretation of their impact on the partnership final attractiveness assessment.
Variable symbol
FuzzyTech
environment

Function description
Middle

Low
equals
1

decreases from
1 to 0

increases from
0 to 1

equals 1

High
decreases from
1 to 0

increases from
0 to 1

Indicators for estimating the base part of attractiveness
7,4 –
0 – 3,9
3,9 – 7,4
3,9 – 7,4
14,2 – 17,6
14,2 – 17,6
14,2
ХFinInd
0,4 –
0 – 0,2
0,2 – 0,4
0,2 – 0,4
0,6 – 0,8
0,6 – 0,8
0,6
ХЕfficienc
0–1
1 – 1,21
1 – 1,21
1,21
1,21 – 1,42
1,42 – 1,63
ХFond
1,7 –
0 – 0,2
0,2 – 1,7
0,2 – 1,7
4,6 – 6,0
4,6 – 6,0
4,6
Elements of setting the system of fuzzy logical conclusion
XValue
180 –
0 – 115
115 – 180
115 – 180
311 – 377
311 – 377
311
Assessing the level of corporate control mechanism formation or determining the influence parameters of
transformation of corporate control distribution
YHARM
0–2
2–4
2–4
4–6
6–8
6–8
YCONS
0–5
5 – 20
10 – 25
25
25 – 75
51 – 75
YVAR
0–5
5 – 10
5 – 10
10 – 20
20 – 15
20 – 15
YPART
0 – 25
25 – 50
25 – 50
50
50 – 75
50 – 75
Table:3. Description of variables of the partnership corporate rights attractiveness estimation model
ХProfit

Hierarchical fuzzy conclusion procedure was
considered as the basis for the level of
partnership’s
corporate
rights
packages
attractiveness assessment, determining of
attractiveness is provided by displaying of the
basic indicators on integral (Y: XZ). The
implementation of this mapping corresponds to
the rule blocks for obtaining integral values: basic
indicators (ZBase
calculation using the
"Rule_for_base" block); characteristics of the
corporate control distribution (ZControl calculation
using the "Rule_for_control" block); integral
estimation of attractiveness (ZAttraction calculation
using the "Rule_for_Attraction" block).
On the contrary strategic investor makes
decisions based on information about
compliance of partnership’s economic activities
with its interests. Consequently, since a strategic
investor seeks to influence decision-making,
weight of the indicators characterizing the
parameters of corporate control distribution,
such as: YCONS and YPART, is set higher in
determining the rules of fuzzy logical
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conclusion (Table 2). Venture investors are
interested in partnership’s cost. That is why the
system of rules assumes the equivalence of the
given in Table. 1 and Table 2 indicators
influence. In this case the main thing is the
desire for a balance between corporate control
harmonization with company's interests and
activities. Such system of rules can also be used
for partnership’s management evaluation, for
example, for determining of the strategy
transformations possibility. In order to interpret
the results of assessing the level of partnership’s
attractiveness and control maturity transfer of
the evaluation results to parametric values
approach is used [24, p. 113-117]. Accordingly,
an assessment of the results corporate control
formation and implementation (Рcc) is
determined as a function from corporate control
maturity level (CCmaturity) and partnership’s
attractiveness (Рatr) level. Therefore, parametric
approach allowed us to determine the integral
estimate using the matrices given in Fig. 3.
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Partnership’s
ttractiveness (Patr) as a result
of the corporate control
implementation

High

High attractiveness does not allow
attraction of investments due to
deficiencies in corporate control
level

Support of the selected mode of
the partnership’s capital use of is
recommended

Рcc = f (Рatr, CCmaturity)
Low

Radical change of the partnership’s
High level of corporate control
corporate control parameters is
maturity allows corporate
required
architecture transformation
Low
High
Partnership’s corporate control distribution and implementation
maturity (CCmaturity)

Fig. 3. Matrix of qualitative identification of the partnership corporate control formation and implementation level

[V] CONCLUSION
Formation and distribution of partnership’s
corporate control is influenced and as a result of a
wide range of objective and subjective factors of
external and internal environment. Implementation
of proposed model of partnership’s corporate
control distribution, based on the use of the
apparatus of the cooperative games theory,
provides an opportunity to predict possible
corporate conflicts and develop measures of
partnership member’s contradictions prevention.
Developed in the research matrix of qualitative
identification of the partnership’s corporate control
formation and implementation level allows
simplification of the decision-making process
regarding the corporate control parameters
transformation. It determines the benchmarks for
coordination of the main stakeholders’ interests by
means of a clearer understanding of the
partnership position in the market and investment
environment.
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